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GOODWIN'S WEEKLY
THE MARKET AND THE MINES
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Mining stocks have been making new low rec-'ords during the last week and the universal ques- lion has been: "Why?"
One authority expresses the opinion that a
sensational strike is the thing needed to bring
in the lagging orders and revive the flagging
prices. There must be a flaw in his theory. Few
strikes have been more sensational than that
made last week in the East Tintic Development
ground, or that of a month ago in the Grand
Central. Yet each of the developments mentioned
lias been, apparently, the signal for a sharp de- The East Tintic strike
cline in the market.
especially contains the elements of sensation.
It is on the firing line of the industrial advance
against the strongholds of unproductive nature.
It is immensely significant of future discoveries
In new territory. It is a rich strike galena running 60 per cent lead, is of respectable value
anywhere. It is a big strike an ore body 5 by
S feet deserves the adjective "big." A market
that will not respond to a find of this charaoter is
mot waiting for strikes. The discovery of a ten-fovein of minted double eagles would not
Tielp it much.
& & &
The slump is not to be explained, on the other
hand, by developments of an unfavorable character. The stocks most affected, such as Colorado, Sioux and Iron Blossom, have experienced
310 misfortunes.
The Colorado is drawing on
its ore bodies at the usual rate and is finding
encouragement in the appearance of the winze
level. The Sioux
sent down from the
las been turning out a little more than its usual
quota of ore. The Iron Blossom is sinking from
its produc'ng level and proving that the valuea
go down for an indeterminate distance
at the
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encountered before and have always
ceeded by the better quality of ore.
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It may be seen that the conditions in Tintic
do not offer justification for the bear movement
of stocks. Other camps are equally prosperous.
Year by year and month by month the tonnage
from Bingham has been growing. Utah Copper
declared its customary dividend of 50 cents a
share, payable September 30, this week. A Consolidated stockholder who knows something of its
property, declares that the company has been
clearing from $50,000 to $60,000 a month since
last March. Manager Mcintosh brands as absurd the reports to the detriment of the Ohio
Copper that have been given currency. A company known as the Utah Leasing company is
proving that the floors of the old stopes in the
Telegraph mine of the United States company can
bmined and shipped to the smelters at a profit even though the contents in gold and silver
run as low as $G and seldom more than $18 a
ton. The lessees are marketing this material
at the rate of sixteen and eighteen cars a month.
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Alta comes to the scratch with a new strike
in the Columbus Consolidated and, just over the
ridge, in Big Cottonwood the Prince of Wales
Mining & Development company is actually doing what the other operators in that section
have been promising to do for the last eight
years producing regularly. The Columbus striko
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Yellowstone

--

is on the
and west of the shaft. Man- ager Jacobson says it is something entirely now
viously opened in the property.
The shoot
moasures from six to eight feet and the assasys
run up to 150 ounces silver, 20 per cent lead and
10 per cent copper. The Columbus started twen- wagonloads of ore to the Sandy last
Monday. The Prince of Wales company, which
holds a bond and lease on the old Prince of
Wales mine beside owning some claims of its
own, is stoping and sinking from its Boston
tunnel on a ore body 2 to 6 feet thick, Its ship- mentc have been netting from $43 to $57 a ton.
(3
tv
Turning to Beaver county wo find that the
Is showing splendid, results from
its work at the
level. The shoot opened
at that depth weeks ago has been drifted upon
for forty feet and entered vertically for twenty- live feet with a winze. The manager declares
that all the ore penetrated by these workings
can be shipped without sorting and at a rea-sonable profit to the company. Steps are being
sta- taken to reach the body from the
tlon. Northwest of Mllford the Wild Bill prop- erty is being called back to life and activity
by its owner. Matthew Cullen. A generation or
so ago the Wild Bill was punctured with an In- clined shaft for 20C' feet following a vein 75 per
cent lead and with 20 to 30 ounces of silver In
it. Mr. Cullen Is going to put down a perpendicu- lar shaft and look further into the merits of that
vein. The Utah Gold & Copper Mines company
e
'to
has started another car of its
m"rket from the western end of Beaver county
and. two shifts of men have been employed in
the tunnel of the Revenue company, operating in
the district just west of Nowhouse. All of which
goes to show that the seeker for pessimistic in- fluences will have to go farther than Beaver
county to find them.
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Salt Lake City, Utah

Wylie Permanent
Camping Co.
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changed instruments that are distinctly
perior to those offered elsewhere.
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Once upon a time people only exchanged
pianos that were worn out.
Nowadays

excellent

pianos are coming

into the market as a result of the great
mand for the STECiC PIANOLA PIANO.
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Commercial Courses.
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W. Second South
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Salt Lake City

H. H. HAYS.
CITY TICKET AGENT,
219 SOUTH MAIN STREET.
Bell 955 Ind. 137.
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Carstensen & Anson Co.
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Complete Classical
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for young ladies.
The Sleeping Tents Are Cozy.
traffic is over.
The heavy
Now is the ideal time to visit the nearby
Wonderland of Geysers and Canyons.
The """Wylie Way" is not ordinary roadside camping. The permanent camps are
years' experience in
the result of twenty-siYellowstone. Thousands of eastern people
have been pleased this summer. We can
please you now. Each individual tent at
each station is floored, heated and fitted
tours start
with spacious "beds. Six-dadaily. Call or phone for a folder.
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Boarding and day school

the WEBER
PIANObA PIANO brings us a class of exdemand
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School Opens
Tuesday

dice so far as it applies to the used pianos

at our store.
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ST. MARY'S
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north end of the property. Meanwhile the north
in the old workings is bringdrift on the
ing in a fine shoot of
ore that
is eligible for smelter treatment. There has
been some apprehension because of the dimlnu-t'oof values in the end of the south drift from
the north shaft. President Knight admits that
the south drift ho a entered a lean section of
the vein, but adds that the lean streaks have been
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